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Deep into the night, winter, the city air is cold but I don’t feel it. In the creaky upstairs room of 

my shared house I don’t feel much, other than pain – an excruciating, unstoppable pain. Friday 

nights spent alone are the worst. It’s silent in my room, barring the soft sound of speeding taxis 

on the main road and that strange hum of a city by night – Leeds, hive of life and activity, 

which cries out for all to join its chain of endless nights, people, new friends, girls, and a hope 

I cannot see. I could answer its call, throw myself into its gale of energy and await what might 

happen. But I’ve tried. Many times I’ve tried. And the answer, always, is nothing. 

It’s 3.30am, and the final light switches off in the terraces opposite, where a girl in pyjamas 

has just finished hanging out of her window smoking a quiet cigarette. I feel completely alone 

now on the street. So I draw the curtains, but a sickly glow fills my room as the one streetlight 

on the anonymous road I live on illuminates the thin orange fabric. I can feel the glow’s 

reflection in my watery eyes. I look down, and find the outline of a kitchen knife rested on my 

forearm below the wrist. I don’t fully understand why I’m doing this, I just know that for too 

long it’s been too much – way, way too much. 

The knife’s handle is plastic and rough. It’s one of those cheap, bendy ones from a pound 

shop. Earlier on, when the sun was up but I could not see it, in the damp basement kitchen, I’d 

tried to slice a tomato cleanly with the knife but failed miserably. It’s a joke of a knife. But I 

don’t want to use someone else’s. I won’t be around to wash it up, and I shouldn’t put them out 

just because depression has defeated me. Annihilated me… 

I press the blade against my skin. It struggles to make an incision. It’s so bad that it doesn’t 

make an incision. It doesn’t even hurt. I barely feel it. There’s no cut, no blood. How do you 

do this? I’ll have to try again. I’ll have to stab it down. In three, two, one… 
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The mind, at the crucial moment, begins to wander. It forces me to reminisce about the crappy 

little knife; purchased in the frenzy of activity that is the first few weeks of a new life at 

university. I remember first-year: visions of communal kitchens and icebreaker drinks, glasses 

filled with cheap and exciting concoctions, air filled with positive music and the unknown, 

note-taking in grand lecture theatres amid an ocean of enthusiastic people. The thinking hurts 

more than the stupid knife blade – but it somehow also comforts. I smile to myself in the sickly 

glow – the thought of what a terrible suicide attempt it has been makes me actually smile to 

myself. It’s a little kick, one as ill as the colour of the curtains, but a kick nonetheless. 

I settle back against the bed and think some more. I put the blade on the desk in my silent 

room, sit back, and think. Tonight, something has surprised me. 

On nights like these, I don’t usually get a kick and don’t usually press a knife again my wrist. 

Those two things aside, there’s nothing exceptional about it. But the kick has caught me off 

guard. There was, for just a brief moment, a semblance of comfort in reminiscing. It’s given 

me reason for more thought. Thought that I have to be alive to fulfil. The fact that I felt it at all 

makes me wonder. Because in that tiny moment, the glow in the room was a fraction less sickly, 

the terraces parted and offered a way out, and I caught a glimpse of the hope I couldn’t see. 

Hadn’t seen for months. Thought I’d never see again. 

Deeper into the night, I sneak downstairs and put the TV on quiet. I realise I have to give life 

one more chance. Then, as the birds of the city bushes are breaking night’s silence against the 

cold dark dawn, in my student house among the rows and rows of terraces in Leeds’s suburbs, 

I begin to hatch a plan. 
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I took the notes out of my wallet, stroked them, and even gave them a sniff when nobody was 

looking. All the songs and movies about them – dollars; I always imagined I’d go to the place 

you use them for real. Though, never envisaged it happening under such circumstances; such 

nothingstances. And yet there I was, in the airport, about to depart. It’d lose something, going 

there for real. Dollar bills and the ‘Land of Opportunity’ would be something I could no longer 

dream about to take my mind off other things. It would be real; maybe too real. There’s an 

inherent melancholy attached to travelling. 

I gave them another sniff; confirmation of nothing strange. But weird how they were so much 

longer that I’d expected. I was considering this, and the melancholy of travelling, and how to 

turn things around in The States when the loudspeaker came over for our flight boarding and 

everyone hustled and rushed over to get a good spot in the queue despite it being reserved 

seating and still a good hour until take-off. I watched them from a distance for a kick of free 

entertainment before moseying over with my rucksack. 

At the baggage scan, I took everything out of my deep shorts pockets and, though I wasn’t 

sure whether they’d want the snotty tissues I’d brought to have a big cleansing America sneeze 

in into the tray, I did it anyway since the guard asked, “Do you have anything in your pockets”, 

and I had to make it so that “no” was the complete truth. 

Moment they landed in the tray and kicked up that mini-dust trail you get from old tissues, 

the gloved American guard jerked his head up and scowled like I’d just thrown his county’s 

flag on the ground and started taking a leak on it. 

He met me square in the eye, said nothing for a moment, tried to read me with his piercing 

stare, and then asked, “Are you taking marijuana into the country?” 
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Unsure whether he was serious, I couldn’t help but smile. I might’ve been a capricious mess 

mind-wise but I still knew that smuggling drugs in my pocket through into the USA would have 

been a terrible idea. Anyway, what would it matter if I was carrying weed? You could surely 

only get an eighth or quarter ounce into those scraps of tissue. And besides, I was going to 

California eventually where the stuff is flipping legal – sneaking through this meagre amount 

would have had the same effect as pouring a cup of tea down Niagara Falls. 

Of course, I didn’t tell him this, and of course I would never actually pour a cup of tea down 

Niagara Falls, especially in front of this guy who may or may not throw you down insisting 

you retrieve it. 

Yet he stood there – still fiercely scowling – trying to make me confess to a sin I was not 

guilty of. I’d barely ever tried smoking weed let alone smuggling it. In all honesty, I’d barely 

put a foot out of place my whole life. Maybe that was one of the things that kept me going in 

the months leading up to the trip: pure, belated, pitiful rebellion. 

His stare had not moved. He repeated the question but made it infinitely politer so that I’d 

surely confess. 

“Sir, are you taking marijuana on board this flight?” 

“No.” I was trying to hold back a strange feeling – laughter… 

Until suddenly I remembered where I was: Amsterdam – on the layover from Manchester 

before heading across the wide Atlantic. Of course he was being serious. 

“No, no I haven’t,” I added, all earnest now. 

Just to make sure, he carefully un-crumpled the tissues, which he soon found to be torn and 

discoloured here and there from where I’d already blown a few in. He stared at me one last 

time, this time not in an interrogative, suspecting way, but in a ‘what even are you?’ kind of 

way. He wanted to ask how long those tissues had been in my pocket, and the date of the big 

sneeze that’d fossilised and stuck them together. 
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It could have made me feel even more down, that nasty stare, but instead I used it for a kick: 

security by day, maybe he was a secret snot-assessor by night. 

No, that’s stupid. 

I grabbed the tissues and felt them tear further as I stuffed them back into my pocket, and 

wondered where it had all gone wrong as he let me through and eyed up the next person. 

“No, don’t worry about tissues, ma’m.” I heard him over my shoulder, a few moments later. 

In truth, I didn’t really know anything about marijuana. That is, apart from at a string of 

student house parties in Leeds when it seemed you had to know about it and smoke it to get by 

well. I tried to; but never really cared for the stuff. It’s not that I'm a tight Yorkshireman who 

couldn’t bear the expensive – though it definitely would seem frivolous if you stacked up the 

trays of chips and gravy that you could acquire instead one just one bag of weed – more that I 

just always suspected there were greater kicks up for grabs in other ways. Cheaper ways. Purer 

ways. Going to parties like that, suddenly everyone smokes weed. And I didn’t want to smoke 

weed, I just wanted to fit in. Suppose that’s one of the reasons I went – not to get away from 

weed, not to get away from parties, but to get away from places in general where you have to 

try very hard to fit in, mingle, be respected, cool – basically, try to impress. It’s draining. And 

I’d seen plenty of documentaries – in the time between that dark February night and the flight 

– which showed there to be a decent amount of open space and desert in the USA where you 

don’t have to try impress because there is nothing to impress. Well, except big boulders, 

redwoods, canyons and maybe the odd grizzly, which you’re probably not going to get close 

enough to take a joint from anyway. 

I was hoping for some scary times in America too, so that I looked forward to coming home 

to life back in England again…or, more accurately, just looked forward to life again. 
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We walked out to the roaring plane, me and the troupe of queue-happy passengers. It was a 

colossal double-decker beast which I had to look twice at to believe was even real. I did one of 

those eye-rubs of amazement they do in the animated movies, for added effect, but nobody I 

knew was around me to laugh. 

Its insides were decorated in cloud whites and pale blues to make it a comfortable atmosphere 

like the wallpaper in Toy Story, and the song ‘You Got a Friend in Me’ played in my head and 

I wanted to cry but didn’t. All the staff were smiling and seemed genuine in helping anyone 

with anything from fitting their handheld bags in the overhead lockers to having their shirts 

tucked in. I was convinced, for a while, that we were being looked after by angels. 

The safety briefing came on the back of every seat headrest, we took off, and then people 

started wandering around all casual like it was their bedroom – a big 400-person shared 

bedroom – chatting, having snacks, watching films, listening to music. I just sat back taking 

the whole scene in. ‘Welcome to the world of long-haul flights,’ I thought. This had to be the 

king of transport. Even more of a buzz than riding the 88A service bus to Doncaster. I was 

overwhelmed. 

I’d been allocated a window seat with a lady on the aisle and an empty seat between us. We 

chatted from time to time. She was going to see her family in Barbados and this was her first 

flight of the day. Jammy bugger, I thought, it being my second and last. She smiled when I 

asked her questions. And this lady really could smile. I tried to think of lots to ask her so I 

could see more of that smile, but I couldn’t come up with much. 

When the meal was being served and the Dutch hostess and angel was stood waiting with the 

trolley, staring and smiling after having asked whether I’d like the chicken or nut roast, I was 

thinking, ‘What if I don’t want either owing to the fact I haven’t the disposable cash for airplane 

food? You only gave me two options; neither of which was polite declination of a meal.’ 
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I sneaked a question to my Barbados friend, who was taking an interest in the stand-off 

between the hostess and me. 

“How much are the meals?” I whispered. 

She lit up, and her mouth seemed to leave her face she was smiling so broadly. She took 

immense joy in telling me that they were included. 

“So?” I was dumb. 

“My goodness.” She stroked my naïve arm. “They’re free dear!” 

Overwhelmed was no longer the word. Thirty thousand feet in the air over the North Atlantic 

and there was a hot meal for everyone on the plane. What’s more, my friend from Barbados 

didn’t want her sealed salad box so offered it to me, and thirty thousand different ways to thank 

her came bubbling over in my stupid mind. Ultimate generosity. I was almost in tears. But, 

being too overwhelmed, I could only say one word which was “really?”, followed by a big fat 

‘thank you’ smile and nod. But that was okay – not saying thanks. ‘Actions speak louder than 

words,’ they say. This was one of those moments. 

I settled back afterwards, watching the flight details tick over on the big TV screens above 

the aisle and the people sauntering around or watching their little headrest screens buzzing with 

colour and action – high above the Atlantic in this perfect bubble. 

After a while I stuck a film on. It was supposed to be a comedy-drama about guys on a road 

trip across the USA, which I thought would be appropriate since they were heading through 

some of the big open lands I was trying to reach. But I didn’t like it at all because it forced my 

mind towards the cold realisation that I’d soon be out there, alone, out of the bosom of 

formulated jokes made by well-groomed idols on a screen. I’d be leaving the bubble from 

which I’d looked at a world where people have adventures, or fall in love, or are beset by tragic 

circumstances, but all in perfect safety behind a screen. Out of provided meals, cloud-white 

interior and smiles, and my Barbados-bound new best friend. 
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I’d stuck the film on for an entertainment kick. Instead it just made me nervous. When I turned 

to my side – seeking reassurance from the saint at my side – I was met not by a smile, but an 

expression returned to the stolid acceptance of life’s realities. We’d begun the descent.  
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Soon after the dream flight I was riding the New York City subway. 

All kinds of people were getting on the train. There was no dress code, no age boundaries, no 

stringent means-test to get on board – just about every type of person you can imagine brought 

together by the simple fact of being on the same train. And everyone on my carriage shared 

something else – the unfaltering ambition of their stares – at the big old brown rucksack I was 

propping up on the seat beside me. My dad offered it to me because he knew I had to save 

money for the trip I eventually built up the courage or decency to tell my parents I was going 

on, and as much as this was a generous and even momentous gesture, there was a problem. It 

hadn’t been used in at least twenty years. And when, twenty years ago, it was stowed away in 

the attic, it was put away slightly damp, meaning that it was already flaking before I rammed 

fifteen kilograms of books, clothes and sleeping stuff into it. Consequently, it was giving off 

just the slightest odour, or odeur; I like to think of it, since it sounds less nasty in French. Not 

that I know French, I just heard it once on the telly. But the big brown bag put me number 1 on 

the odeur ratings for our carriage, no question. 

All whizzing past in the late afternoon were residential areas, eyefuls of river, all bridges great 

and small, and traffic – terrible volumes of traffic. 

People were constantly on and off the carriage. At one stop, beside an apartment block with 

black-painted external staircases – staircases that every American city apartment block has in 

the mind of a village boy from England who once watched a Spider-Man movie and an episode 

or two or Friends – a lady boarded with a stream of sweat beading down her temples. With 

every bump in the track, a droplet flung from her forehead onto her neighbour, who tried to 

squeeze over on his seat but found himself trapped by a big chap with moobs pouring out of 

his basketball vest. She was eating a wrap filled pretty much solely with gherkins, and this, 
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combined with the intense sweating, just for a while, dethroned me and Big Brown at the 

number one spot. 

But a few stops along the line, with her neighbour now so contorted to be out of her radius 

that his body became the letter L in italics, she alighted. Left on her seat, the half-eaten wrap, 

the fumes of which found and clung to Big Brown. Quickly, and emphatically, we reclaimed 

top spot on the odeur ratings. Or bottom spot, depending on your outlook. 

The reassumed stares gave me a kick. 

We were in Manhattan now, where the sunglasses-perched-on-hair, cameras-hung-around-

neck, sweater-waisted tourists start to file in – fully fragranced and perfectly attired for their 

day exploring the city. Now, their stares really did remind me of my place. I was there for ... 

well, fuck knows why, but what is certain is that these people were ready for New York – ready 

to do it ‘properly’ and put a big fat tick by it on their list. 

I jumped off at Columbus Circle so that everyone on the carriage could continue breathing 

and, after wandering around the same block four times, eventually found the hostel entrance. 

The bunk room was for eight people and there was no lock on the toilet door. Meanwhile the 

window, protected by cast iron prison bars, offered a sublime New York view of a plain brick 

wall. A poorly pointed-up one at that. One guy was in the room when I arrived and he was 

laying on his bed. I tried conversing with him but gave up after discovering it to be more 

difficult than getting permission to run a white water rafting trip for a class of infant school 

pupils. He was Italian, that is all I discovered. And he didn’t like talking. Not that I could argue 

with him on that one. 

So, after using the lockless toilet, I lied down to clench my stomach, trying to hold the stupid 

thing together. Did I catch something on the subway? Perhaps. Or perhaps it was just an illness 

brought on by the blues – after a shaky ride on the subway in which I didn’t accidentally bump 

into my soul mate. I started thinking, and my thoughts drifted. 
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I was used to this. In the library a couple of months before that night, I’d become pretty used 

to my thoughts wandering. When an important essay was due, I’d situate myself in the older 

part of the library, surrounding myself with books and writing of inimitable greatness. I’d begin 

researching and taking notes on economics texts relevant to an essay, but then inevitably, and 

fairly quickly, the mind would start to wander. It had a tranquilising effect, sitting amongst 

such power and importance in words. When the atmosphere seeps through your pores and you 

feel the history and the greatness, you also feel hope. And the sheer volume of them, each one 

as powerful as the next for different reasons, calmed me somewhat when the beast began to 

bite. It was comfy in there, and you felt part of something. I’d take a book from the shelf, and 

now not just my mind was wandering but I was, literally, wandering around that portion of the 

library taking a book, reading a few lines and then moving onto another. I thought at first that 

acknowledging such greatness would make things worse; render me more useless. But it was 

soothing. I realised how many significant people are already in and already have been in this 

world, and even if you do something brilliant, it’ll probably become widely forgotten and 

stored in a book in a quiet library, unnoticed by the students or general public within who are 

now only told to – and only have time to – study those with strategically marketed graphic 

vibes on the cover, or ones that try to make being able to earn a fortune or live a happier life 

seem like nonfiction. 

I missed the library, and that feeling – a pain that might not ease, since I dropped out shortly 

before that February night. 

 

It was dark and the stunning brick wall view was a shadow when I realised I best go eat. The 

double salad box felt like days ago already. The Italian guy was snoring so I had nobody to 

stay in and talk shit with and set the world to rights. Not that I'm one for talking much anyway. 
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But there’s a strange energy in hostel air that pervades your pores and throat. It gives you a 

little whiff of hope. 

I considered waking him ‘accidentally’ to ask whether he felt it too, but luckily, then, my 

stomach gurgling became louder than the cars outside and I decided I best not. I needed to eat. 

My stomach slowed me, and I dressed languidly to head out. 

On street corners when the red hand meaning ‘don’t cross’ was showing, I tried to gaze up at 

the skyscraper tops, but they were protected from view by a thick, purple and daunting haze 

that blocked out the evening sky and gave me a panic of being trapped. 

After making a lot of aimless ground, I stumbled upon Times Square, which I thought was a 

good thing because it’d make me feel safer and happier than the lonely streetlight-lit roads I’d 

come to it via, which reminded me of those gritty and less upbeat films about life in America’s 

most populous city. 

It didn’t. There were too many shops and not enough custom. Reams of people ambled about 

the large area, but only with intentions to amble; not to make purchases. All the shopkeepers 

were standing outside their doors trying to make eye contact with their hard, indelible stares; 

the types of people who would hiss that they don’t want your pity, but the way they stood 

outside their shops, so desperate for trade, as though their family might all perish if you didn’t 

buy a pair of shoes, made me feel it involuntarily. 

‘So this is New York’, I thought, looking up at the famous advertising screens and trying to 

feel that peculiar warmth of being part of something – something to mention and feel accepted 

into the club of other people who’d visited this famous site. All I got was a sense of fading 

hope – that coming to a place on a ‘once-in-a-lifetime-trip’, as it would have been billed as a 

youth, had turned out to evoke no feeling. Any city, no matter what the name of it or how many 

glory songs there about it, can be horrible and lonely when you have nowhere to go. 
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I bought a sandwich from a dirty fast-food place that made the avenue of cheap takeaway 

shops just off Leeds’s city centre seem like Michelin-starred restaurants. When I prised open 

the excuse for bread and took a peek, the smearing of tuna mayo looked like a squashed slug 

and the tomato was on the turn. Skimpy on the main filling and salad. I should’ve been livid. I 

wanted to be, and nearly was for a moment. How can some places pretend that what they’re 

selling is food; formerly known as sustenance? 

But I couldn’t get roused. I was too hungry, so accepted that it was just the coldness of life 

allegorised in a sandwich. 

I tried to take a kick from the thought as I struggled to swallow it down. 

On the way back to the hostel barely a vehicle passed and there were large shadowy gaps 

between streetlights, which meant that every time someone walked past I clenched a fist with 

the room key poking out just in case. Maybe I’d heard too much in the news or had seen too 

much of it on TV, but I strained to creep as lightly as possible with each step so as to avoid 

noise and attention. Such is life in the city. 

I got back and the woman on reception smiled, which was nice. 

But when I traipsed up to my floor and reached the room with the broken lock on the bathroom 

door, no view, and eight squeaking metal bunk beds, I wondered how it could be $38 for one 

shitty night without breakfast included just because it was New York – New York that made 

my intestines feel iffy and overcharged me for a sandwich; New York who tried to creep out 

of the shadows on the way home and rob me blind; New York that wouldn’t let me see it’s 

skyscrapers by night so I had to stay another day. People go to places they’ve seen and heard 

about just to say that they’ve been and ticked it off the checklist. Was that also me? Was that 

why I’d booked a flight to New York and not just straight out West – competition of a list? 

Around 10.30pm I pulled the sheet over and started wondering what my sister might have had 

for tea, and whether it was a fine May evening in England so that she could have eaten outside. 
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I thought about my dad’s friend and the possible cancer in his stomach. And then, why the fuck 

I got a stupid flight to New York anyway. If I’d had any guts whatsoever I’d have been in some 

remote part of Asia or Africa. I wanted to get away, and yet I’d just eaten from the very same 

chain shop and global corporation I used to work for back home. 
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Our old neighbour, before I moved out, and before he died, kept a cockerel that woke our corner 

of the village every morning in the summer. It made my dad and most of our street furious, but 

nobody said anything; to the neighbour nor the cockerel. The whole situation just ruffled a few 

community feathers. And I understand that it was annoying; people need to rest well after long 

days at work. But what I couldn’t understand, and still can’t, is how, after our neighbour and 

his cockerel had both passed away, the whole thing became revered, and people started 

speaking about the early morning wake-ups with wistful reminiscing smiles. They were dead, 

and now we loved them. Did that happen just in our village? Just in England? Or… 

I’m not sure why I was considering this as there were no cockerels nor fowl of any description 

around the hostel. In fact, there was barely a sign of life. No sun through the prison bars and 

no movement in the empty bunks. I got out of bed feeling much better than I’d gone into it, but 

I was very hungry. I sauntered downstairs on autopilot to the communal kitchen, only to realise 

that I had no food. 

There was one person at the table – a guy from the UK who’d been hotel-hopping in New 

York for two weeks before he ‘ran out of cash’ so decided to settle in the hostel for a week. I 

got talking to him. Not much else to do anyway, I mean, I was only in New York. 

“Under $40 a night in the Big Apple!” said the guy, pausing the finger-tapping on his 

notebook to lock pupils and show the excitement that comes with a revelation. I didn’t mention 

that I hoped to find some sort of revelation myself because I didn’t know exactly what it was. 

It certainly wasn’t over the price of a flipping hostel though. 

“And by limiting myself to dining out once a day, I don’t spend more than $50 a day on food. 

Not bad, eh?” 

Ninety dollars on bed and board. Per day. I dwelled on the word he’d used; limiting. 
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“Last night I went to see Blue Man Group.” He went on. “You have to see Blue Man Group. 

Incredible. You have to go.” 

His enthusiasm and surety put him as the most stereotypically American person I’d ever met. 

He was from Kettering. 

That name, Blue Man Group; it struck me as something I might kind of like. But I soon found 

that it literally is what it says – a group of men painted in glossy blue. They perform – playing 

the drums loudly and spectacularly well, and such. Apparently. But nothing to do with, well, 

blueness. Later, I found out that the group is world famous and any normal human being living 

in this modern world would have heard of it. 

I was still kind of interested. Then he told me the ticket price. Absolutely no chance. If these 

blue men could show me the road out of purgatory then maybe, but even then it was just a 

maybe at that price. Plus, the road out was not even built. Plus, my Kettering acquaintance 

showed me a video of them drumming on his laptop, which meant I’d practically been, and so 

if anyone now asks whether I went to a show in New York I say that I saw Blue Man Group. 

Usually that sounds impressive enough to blow their faces off so they don’t ask the follow up 

question of “Where?” because I’m then forced to reveal that it was at a breakfast table in a sort-

of-prison. 

Once that nonsense was over I went back to pondering his use of the word ‘limiting’ whilst 

staring at the box of Shreddies he’d left on the side. It was a gaze with an agenda, I’m ashamed 

now to admit; one in the feint hope that he’d follow my eyes and offer me a bowlful. 

I was pathetic. Was, am, will continue to be? 

Anyway, he wasn’t biting so I headed out to try load up my stomach for cheap. He may or 

may not have been continuing to ramble on about his trip as I left, which I sort of feel bad about 

now. But when it’s growling, stomach comes first, and I’d heard about New York omelettes 

from plenty of people; about how they were so reasonably-priced and vast in size. So I checked 
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out of the hostel and bounded out into the street fumes with an actual spring in my step – this 

in spite of Big Brown being whole-heartedly against springing steps. Cities are different by 

morning, and I honestly felt a semblance of hope for the day ahead. 

However, walking past a couple of cafés and restaurants, diners, whatever, I quickly learnt 

that most people’s perception of reasonable is ‘holiday price’ reasonable, and that I apparently 

live in a different world to most others. I stood outside a couple of them and spat jealous stares 

at some of the happy customers dining together and stuffing large floppy mouthfuls of egg into 

their happy mouths, until their glances met mine, and I caved in, and couldn’t help but smile 

back. 

Instead of eating out I headed into a supermarket where the apples were perfectly polished 

with perfectly situated lights shining down on them, and they were perfectly cool in the air-

conditioned perfect store but the price of a single apple was a perfect scam and I stood out like 

a perfectly sore thumb because of the huge backpack with sleeping bag and roll mat limbs 

flailing and bashing into everything from the perfect arrangements of tuna chunk tins to the 

woman squatting to assess the almond milk options. Everyone else in there was dressed in fresh 

shirts, blouses, ties; hustling items into their basket. And what with all the perfectly positioned 

CCTV there was no chance of slipping an apple into my pocket. Plus, they would never have 

fitted into a pocket they were so large and perfectly sized. Plus, I wasn’t really considering it 

since I’ve stolen nothing ever. Well, since a pencil sharpener in Year 2 at primary school, which 

resulted in a formal hearing. Just shows – teach us while we’re young. 

Back on the street I found a stall selling bananas for 20 cents a go so I bought a bunch and, 

feeling alright, went to the bus station and slapped down $500 – around half my budget for the 

entire five weeks – on a 30-day Discovery Pass for the Greyhound buses. The pass allowed 

travel on any Greyhound bus with no notice needed; just as long as there was a spare seat. For 
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me, this also meant a bed if I couldn’t find a place or ran out of money. That meant less restraint 

on travelling. For $500 I had purchased five weeks of freedom. 

Freedom; is that what made me go? 

Anyway, after feeling pretty good from this newfound freedom and sunny weather, Big 

Brown tried to literally drag me back to cold earth by clawing down my shoulders. What with 

the size and stench, she was drawing attention too, which is the opposite of what I ever wanted. 

Then I suddenly became rich beyond belief. We – Big Brown and I – were trudging along 

beside the choppy waters surrounding Manhattan towards a quiet viewpoint for the Statue of 

Liberty, when I noticed a small whiteish tube lying ahead on the pavement. It rolled around in 

the tickling breeze and I followed it, and stamped my foot on it to stop it flying off into the 

Hudson. As I lifted my old Reebok trainer away, I noticed that it was a roll of dollars – and 

even after squashing it down, it was a sizeable roll. 

Hastily plotting to make an assault on the polished apples, I unravelled the money ball and 

my buzz evaporated. I’d been duped. These were dollars, not sterling. The ‘sizeable roll’ turned 

out to be seven notes. But seven notes did not equal something between $35 and $350, as it 

would have in sterling. It was equal to that number of notes in dollars. Bloody dollar notes. 

This was a little heart-breaking, as it meant only being able to afford about two of those wanker 

apples. But, after the initial let-down, I remembered I was still $7 better off so let the feeling 

of terrific keep me going for a bit. 

But, as much as I tried clinging to that feeling, the bag was melting my back and drowning it 

in sweat. I felt horrendous. After five miles of hiking around the city, I bought a dollar soda 

which I drank slowly from a paper bag to feel alright again. ‘No charge’, I thought, ‘It came 

out of the $7’; after which I immediately bought another under the same justification. I was 

trying to do as some people say and ‘take care of myself’. They say that, don’t they, ‘take care 

of yourself’, when you're parting company, or when you’re ill. 
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Since I was on my own – with nobody to prove anything to – I thought I’d try it. 

 

The rest of New York was fine – the bridges are stunning, the basketball courts sneak into 

every space or street corner possible, and most people smile and make eye contact in the less 

busy parts. I sat outside Wall Street for a while and ate some bananas and waited for an eruption 

or something, but from the outside nothing happens. 

In the evening I went to Central Park and it just happened that there was a huge gig on, so I 

followed other groups of young people hoping to enjoy it for free, and sat with them on a huge 

boulder outside the arena – from the top of which you could see about a fifth of the stage and 

every so often a guitarist with his hair everywhere. Turned out to be The Vaccines supporting 

Arctic Monkeys; the latter reminding me of Yorkshire, and home – I was already missing it 

after just two long days. Even the parts of home I didn’t like – the boring questions everyone 

asks all the time; the stupid TV programmes that dominate conversation; people genuinely 

hating other people for the football team they support, yet only ever making football-related 

jokes, and seeing no irony in that; and how the best Saturday afternoon – the pinnacle of the 

week and therefore of life – is to get smashed and then carrying on getting smashed after the 

last train home from York. 

I was even missing that ridiculous resilience of my friends and people in The North. That 

pride in hard-work and acceptance of life, as though we don’t have any power to change things 

so get on and that’s okay because we are humble. Our values are strong and moral and we know 

that. And we must be resilient. ‘That’s life’, they say. And they sing, badly, over James Brown, 

in the frequent pubs which are stuck back in time in music and chat. Stories of ultimate respect, 

where someone remembers the day their leg was hanging off and they just drank a cup of tea, 

shrugged, and went to work, as though that was the right thing to do. 

All the stuff that I thought I disliked about home; I was already missing. 
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And I realised, then, that once again I’d hardly spoken to a single person all day, which for 

some reason I then couldn’t stop thinking about. 

I wanted to sit in one of the circles of people on the boulder, but couldn’t work up the courage 

to talk. I became annoyed at myself, the character I had been assigned, and left the free gig. I 

walked to the bus station to find an overnight Greyhound to anywhere of interest. This turned 

out to be Niagara Falls. 

But the bus wasn’t for a couple of hours and my t-shirt – one of two that my apathetic brain 

had conjured the foresight to pack for a five-week-outing – if I were to make it that far – was 

caked in sweat on the back. So I took a long hike back to the hostel. I pretended I’d forgotten 

something important so that they let me beyond the reception desk, but then sneaked back into 

the bathroom for a shower and onto the computer – which cost five full dollars for a fucking 

15-minute session; only justified by the wad I’d found earlier – and booked two nights in a 

hostel in Toronto for the day after Niagara. I headed back downstairs. 

I said to the lady on the desk, “It took some time but I found what I was looking for”. 

She smiled, and said goodbye with this ‘glad-to-see-you-again’ expression that was upsetting 

to have to leave, but which also strained underneath with: ‘I know you didn’t really leave 

anything here. But I know you are still looking for something. You should’ve found out what 

it is you’re looking for before coming to try and find it.’ 

Or I think her expression was saying that, unless my mind was already stewing. 

Then I noticed a sign nailed to the reception counter which said: 

‘All guests are welcome to use the facilities and left luggage room on the day they check out.’ 

It meant I’d been furtive about the shower and laboured with Big Brown all day to show her 

all of New York, in the baking heat, when I needn’t have done either. 

I really got a kick out of that. 
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With these things in mind, and the glad smile of the lady on reception scanned and saved so 

that it came up every time I shut my eyelids when I needed a kick for a smile but couldn’t find 

one, I wandered the dark blue streets of New York until it was time for the deserted night coach 

to Niagara Falls. 

 

At the 6am halo-sky dawn, as we were bumping over a colossal steel bridge with a forest-lined 

wide river creaking beneath, the driver shouted back that we were close. I think he wanted to 

make sure that his only passenger was awake – he seemed pretty friendly. I checked for phone 

and bag before exiting, wallet too, which was already feeling light after spending half the 

budget and then squandering the fortune of New York on two sodas and five minutes of 

internet. 

I gobbled up the scenery out of the window; a simple grey dawn on the tree-lined river, and 

felt very, very glad to be away from New York. 

I felt glad. I felt. 
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5 

 

With a varnish of feigned confidence to try and impress the driver who’d seemed so nice, and 

to make him feel as though his journey to the edge of the country had been for a worthwhile 

cause, I strode off the bus onto the wide quiet street. But the varnish immediately wore away 

when I realised I didn’t know which way it was to the Falls from only two possible options; 

left or right. 

In truth, I kind of didn’t want to know the answer. Sometimes you just don’t. Sometimes, you 

just want to stroll and enjoy the freshness of the 6am air around a forest. But people tell you 

that you have to do things to get somewhere. Luckily, or, amazingly, depending on your view 

on very innocuous daily pieces of fortune, the bus was turning around in the road. 

The driver leaned out of the window on his way back past and was, as suspected all along, a 

true saint. I wondered where he got to on his bus. His purposeful travels. 

“Follow the mist!” He pointed and smiled like my dad did when he dropped me off at 

university full of reverence or jealousy or whatever else is in that look. 

I turned and gazed along the wide and quiet road. Wisps of mist rose from behind the pines 

at the end of it. 

“Enjoy your stay,” he added, before hauling off. I half expected him to doff his cap and wave 

me off, commanding the sky into a sunset like I was on some 1920’s cruise liner setting off 

towards a land of new prospects and life. But he didn’t. Still, he may have been the first saint 

I met in America. The Barbados salad-giver on the plane will go to a committee to decide, since 

it was over the Atlantic and difficult to discern whether in the USA or Canada. Maybe it was 

Bermuda. Or perhaps even just as it was, without having to argue or make it political – in a 

pocket of air over the ocean. What is for sure, though, is that she most definitely was one. 
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I ambled along the wide road towards the mist as the grey sky was easing into colour. At the 

end of the road was a carpark, and in it I bumped into a bus load of tourists – clearly from the 

Far East, despite me not wanting to believe the clique – and quickly, somehow, I worked a way 

into the middle of their group, which had doubled and then suddenly tripled to around three 

coaches-worth of tourists, and after spinning to try find an exit, a couple of times found lenses 

pointed at me; me and Big Brown! Couldn’t decipher whether I should be panicking or pouting, 

but after what felt like an entire career spent enduring this intense and horrible fame, I worked 

a way out and became a nobody again; a nobody following a trickling stream through quiet and 

serene forest. I checked over my shoulder to make sure the paparazzi weren’t following. 

The single stream developed and joined with a network of other streams, cutting through and 

over rocks amongst the pines towards a deep murmur that I couldn’t yet see but could feel. It 

became louder with each step. As the trees thinned I began to glimpse the river which these 

streams fed into, swirling and churning; the noise becoming louder and rougher as I neared its 

edge; and then, suddenly, past the final barriers of pine and boulder, it disappeared into a wall 

of rumbling mist. Edging around the tree-line, as the sun was just beginning to perk up, I 

ventured as close as I could to peer over, and I’m pretty sure that on that day, I was the first 

person to see that great famous expanse of water drift carelessly over a sheer drop and pile into 

a river again at the bottom. 

[Well, Big Brown claimed to have spotted it first from over my shoulder, but I think she was 

making it up just to be controversial.] 

I crouched on a rock and stared at the Falls for some time. Better than any skyscraper in New 

York. Just watching the oblivious water drift over was giving me a real kick. I even ate the last 

New York banana to heighten the mini-buzz, before heading off to the bridge in the distance 

over the reformed river. 
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By the time I’d crossed it, and in doing so had the passport stamped on entering Canada, a 

large blue boat was swirling in the current below, hazarding as close as possible to the mist 

plumes where the water was crashing down, to give all those tourists who were encircling me 

earlier on in the car park an experience and a thrill and more photographs. There was no way I 

could join them after yesterday’s five-minute internet outlay. Kicks like that cost too much to 

even ask about. 

So I stared some more at the water, only from much further away now. But it was making me 

feel lonely, and I spent a long time trying to figure out why. Compared with New York, I was 

much more at ease here – much more ‘at home’. To wake up at 6am every morning to the sight 

and sense of a waterfall sounded mildly appealing, which was saying something. And yet, 

surely that could never happen. I compared it to New York, and how I felt there – completely 

unnatural and out-of-place. But something deeply ingrained would cause me to only even 

consider New York. Something deeply ingrained, but just as unnatural. Unnatural, yet obvious. 

Obvious, because more realistic: New York was the place where there would be more jobs to 

earn a decent living. It was a place I had been led to aspire to. The kind of place I despised but 

felt I must try to attain. So, unhappiness is obvious, naturally? 

A couple in their late fifties strolled out of a café in Canada. The man wore a cap, a moustache 

and glasses that changed colour according to the sunlight. The lady had a perm and didn’t 

speak. 

“You prefer it from the US side or Canada?” he asked, as I was walking past them and the 

café near the top of the Falls. 

Caught completely off guard, I rigidly answered, “I don’t know.” 

He chuckled at this, probably because I didn’t question how he knew I’d been on both sides. 

I’m sure he was thinking, ‘He didn’t even realise I’ve been spying on him. God damn I’d be a 
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good private eye’. And on that notion, he was a very very happy man on a sunny Niagara Falls 

morning. 

“We watched you walk over the bridge,” he said, in case I suddenly became suspicious. He 

took a glance at his wife for support or a reaction, but just received a cheek. She was watching 

the boat venture close to the Falls below and sighed, presumably because it wasn’t getting 

dragged under to entertain her. 

He was expecting me to talk. Though without a question, a prompt, some direction, it can be 

difficult to work out what or why to answer. 

After some time I asked, “Which do you prefer?” 

“Hmm.” He paused to appear passive; as though he hadn’t all along been hoping I’d return 

the question. “Canada. Yeap, definitely Canada. It’s less touristy, calmer. It’s really something 

beautiful from here!” 

We looked across towards the US side and I think I hummed a yes, recalling my horrible 

minute of fame. 

“Quite a load on your back. Where you headed?” He was eyeing up Big Brown and the steel 

supports running along the front of each side – that big happy smile of his curdling just a tad 

into a sour expression of confused concern. 

I told him Toronto. 

“Oh yeah. And where from?” 

“England.” 

He chuckled to himself. “No, I mean where’ve you come from on the other side of that bridge? 

I can tell you’re English just from looking.” Again, he considered here whether he was doing 

his country a dis-service by not becoming a private eye, since he was just so flaming gifted. 
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I checked myself to see whether I was clearly English, but couldn’t spot any immediate give-

aways. Perhaps he noticed the sweat on my upper lip and assumed it was from being tea-

depraved. I daren’t tell him I didn’t drink the stuff. 

“Sorry,” I said, suddenly remembering there was a question on my plate. “I’ve been in New 

York. I’m flying out West soon though.” 

Further, his big happy smile curdled. Something in my answer had disturbed him. “What did 

you say you were doing here? Vacation?” 

I took a moment before answering. 

‘What the fuck am I doing here? I’ve seen films, documentaries and pictures of landscapes 

and I'm hoping the open West will cure me. And why not stop off East first? Let it eat up some 

money so there’s no option other than to entertain myself and survive in the big open lands, 

and have a true, or pseudo-spiritual realisation; one that results in either something closer to 

pure happiness or else a messy piece of American glass ragged back and forth over the wrist.’ 

“Yeah, I just wanted to see some sights,” I said. “Tick a few things off my bucket list. How 

about you?” 

“Ah okay.” That seemed to check out fine with him. His sour grin settled. “Yeah, we’re on 

vacation.” He sighed, hands on hips, took a glance at his silent wife and then stared at the 

ground. I caught a glimpse of his eyes above the glasses, which had by now altered to fully 

fledged sunglasses from the sunlight sensitivity – hiding his pupils when you faced him head 

on. Though the sheer volume of his dark moustache added another jovial quality to a pretty 

happy-looking face, those eyes were heavy. Jaded and heavy. “Last day,” he said, rolling the 

gravel on the pavement back and forth with his foot. “Yeap… Last day. Back to the desk 

tomorrow.” 

I had never, and still haven’t, felt as sorry for someone as I did in that single moment for that 

guy. Sometimes it takes other peoples’ actions to realise things about yourself. 
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Take that moment. I realised in it that I couldn’t work a routine. At least not yet. Working 

five days for two, I’d end up killing my boss or myself within a month. Or both. I mean, you 

can work like a maniac for five days straight – heck, five weeks straight – without a single day 

off, which is pretty much what I did to afford the flights since I also had to keep paying the 

year-long rent on a student house I lived in for no more than six months of the year; just 

working, paying bills, staying in, eating pasta – but its liveable when there is something you’re 

doing it for – whether it’s to buy the collectible you’ve always wanted, a new car, or just to 

save up for a week of eating only artisan sausage rolls in cafés. Maybe to purchase freedom, a 

new pair of football boots, or a wife. When the goal’s there, it’s easier to work hard. It’s 

possible to work hard. 

But when there isn’t anything, it’s hard. And I'm not willing to aimlessly suck some managers 

balls all year for four weeks holiday and two days off a week; two days in which to mow the 

lawn and spend up in restaurants just to say ‘the new menu isn’t as good’ – there are people 

who can, and I tip my hat to them, that’s the truth; apart from not owning a hat. But you have 

to accept certain things about yourself, and I learned in that moment that I am not yet one of 

those people. It’s fine, working like mad, as long as you have that aim, and as long as you can 

see the point where you’ll reach it all the way through. 

As I was assembling this little rant in my mind, I considered whether I was a pure idealist and 

whether that’s a truly bad thing. Because I realise exactly how idealistic it sounds. But if only 

one good thing came from the education system, in the web of figures and grades with no hint 

of a practical outcome, it is that I saw people – certain staff members – who worked with belief. 

I suddenly had to leave the couple. Being honest with myself – even if it was only by means 

of a rant in my head – had made me high, and I felt like listening to some thumping metal on 

the old iPod. I walked along the gorge cut-out by the river; the canyon-like cliffs almost orange 

and the river at the bottom azure with white-streak-ripples in the daytime. And it was this 
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canyon feel that prompted me to stick on the song that I was saving for the desert, if I were to 

reach it. ‘Vegas’ is in the song title, one by another Yorkshire band, and though I never planned 

to go to Vegas, this song would be played, I vowed, should I come to approach the city. 

A sudden, sharp kick hit me with the music – there’s nothing like metal to make a high higher 

– and I went jogging along to the bus station, Big Brown trying to tug me down with every 

step. 

I slept for two hours on the bus, speculating that I would probably drool all over my bus-seat 

neighbour during sleep, and woke to a distant cityscape with the CN Tower poking up through 

the skyscrapers, and the realisation that I had definitely drooled on my neighbour’s shoulder. 

Then after a mini-marathon of walking around the pristine streets, including two stops in 

internet cafés (this was just before smartphones were becoming mandatory), I managed to 

stumble upon the hostel. It was half the price of the one in New York, much better furnished, 

had working toilet locks, and came with a daily homemade fruit pancake breakfast which was 

other-worldly good, served by a bearded Zen-looking guy who looked and talked like he was 

in space. And the space notion reminded me of a question I wanted to answer while on the trip. 

I spent two days wandering the streets of Toronto with no aim other than figuring out why 

we are on this planet. The answer? Obviously Big Brown and I found it and it’s literally written 

on the back of a postcard, somewhere in Toronto. All Toronto business owners – check your 

rubbish before you throw it out. 

Just messing. 


